Pain is unpleasant. Pain is serious. Pain leads to suffering. Pain needs to be treated. These facts motivate our mission as pain physicians.

As physicians, we learn early in medical school what disease means for our patients. We know that, left untreated, pain can really progress to that continuous suffering that is the disease state of chronic pain. With a sense of urgency, we treat our patients in pain, we try to heal them, and we try to comfort them, but how do we achieve the confidence that we are truly helping them?

A millennia-old symptom, pain is one of the most common complaints we hear in any doctor’s office or in the hospital setting. Despite aggressive treatments, some patients develop long-lasting, refractory pain. As our therapeutic methods evolved from the old poppy seed juice to sophisticated, technologically advanced tools, so did our understanding of chronic pain.

In some instances, however, despite true progress on medical knowledge, clear understanding of pathophysiology, and application of modern interventions to tackle pain, some patients’ pain sets on an unusual course.

Whether side effects of a medication, complications from interventional procedures, or unusual anatomical variations, we learn very quickly after starting our medical practice that our patients are unique. The variety of situations we do encounter in a lifetime of practicing medicine is therefore significant. And that is when clinical experience is important and in some sense becomes invaluable.

That is why, many times in the hallways of local, regional, national, and international meetings, you will find pain physicians discussing difficult cases with peers. That is why many meetings have special sessions of “Ask the Experts.”

Sharing expertise, together with formal learning, ensures a true, deep, and profound progress on understanding of a topic from the incidence/prevalence to complex pathophysiology, differential diagnosis, and elaborate treatments.

That is the rationale of this current book Challenging Cases and Complications in Pain Medicine. In many ways, it is an extension of the discussion all of us have had during the years with our peers. Stemming from the American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine Fall Annual Meeting sessions of “Ask the Experts,” this book is meant to be a review of problems, common and uncommon, that may arise in clinical pain practice. Most importantly, it is meant to contribute to the understanding of unanticipated clinical situations. It aims also to enhance readers’ medical knowledge through the scholarly contribution to the “discussion” section of each chapter.

In this book, to access the pain physician community’s collective knowledge and experience, the chapters were assigned to practitioners from both academic and private practices. Each chapter starts with a description of a clinical scenario. In order to avoid patient source identification, each of these scenarios represents a combination of at least two clinical cases. All those clinical situations, however, are based on real-life cases as described by the physicians contributing to the chapter. Thus the entire book represents the collective clinical experience of the authors.
Following the case descriptions, the discussion section of each chapter offers a comprehensive review of the topic brought up by the case description. The reviews are written based on the most current evidence-based literature and give the reader an updated reference on the subject described.

This book does not aim to discuss all topics of pain management; however, employing scholarly expertise from known academicians in the country as well as established practitioners, we hope this collection will be an accessible and broad reference for common and uncommon problems that starting practitioners as well as experienced ones may come across in their day-to-day pain practice.

Finally, we would like to emphasize the importance of continuing learning; as we complete our training, our professional journey is really just at the beginning of the road. While during residency and fellowship we do learn the basis of our profession, it is during our formative initial years of independent practice as physicians that we actually begin to grow and to use decision-making skills learned during our training.

As the mother of one of the editors, an accomplished Romanian ophthalmologist, once told her, you can teach your trainees a clinical manual skill relatively easy. It is the identifying and optimal treating of complications related to that task that takes a lifetime of learning. In some ways, we may say that true learning of how to really treat our complex pain patients only starts with ending our formal fellowship training.

We hope that our readers will enjoy this review book and find relevant information useful both in clinical practice and for advancing and acquiring medical knowledge. We also hope that, with this book, clinicians will be better equipped in identifying and treating possible complications related to pain medicine interventions.

As pain is unpleasant and may lead to suffering, with this book and what it contains, we aim to help our colleagues in finding the best pain regimen and cure for their patients, as well as help patients to ease their pain and suffering and achieve a better quality of life through treatments that could possibly minimize complications.
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